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There is one thing that can be said about 2017, musically, it has brought to our
tables several fine examples of projects that are quite unique and fresh. Many
of them have this underlying desire to bring the world together through the
only language that is the truth, music.
That laudable statement can also be laid at the doorstep of Origin, the latest
offering by Elise Lebec. Each track has been carefully crafted and wonderfully
produced and performed, so with that said, let’s take another voyage on our
ship of sonic sound as we traverse the realm of Origin.
The start is simply perfect and called Taaly Maaya: Come With Me. The tempo
and percussive genius here adds a real rhythm and pace to the piece that is so
well sung by Lebec, you can feel an all-encompassing sense of awareness, an
imploring desire; this is truly a magical start, one that will guide us along the
pathway of musical enlightenment.
Our second place of wonderment is the piece Queen of Light; this is a
remarkable track, one that has such a positive message wrapped up in a
beautiful song, one that is unique in its construction. The fusion here of
instrumentation is sublime; the mixture of violin and eastern percussion is
stunning to give but one example.
For a moment I will use my imagination, if I travel just over 300 miles south, I
could be in Egypt within hours, a few more miles, I could perhaps sample a
Cairo Morning. Once more the pathway to originality has been walked, as
Lebec brings an Arabic rap into her composition, now that’s something you

don’t hear of at all in New Age based music very often, but within this piece it
seems to work majestically and creates a real vista, a true musical narrative of
that journey to Cairo, and being part of another warm morning as Ra’s golden
globe ascends into the sky once more.
We near the half way point of the journey, and as we do so we come across a
familiar offering called Bolero. This arrangement continues its build and
empowering sense of rhythm and during that process Elise Lebec weaves such
a loving narrative of oneness, its addictive, then when you add in the chant by
Sheikh Mahmoud El Tahomy, and the pulsating instrumentation, you once
again have a total winner of a track.
There are many who have been touched by the wisdom and works of Rumi, the
13th century mystic and poet. Years later though, I can pretty much guarantee
that even the great scholar himself would have never imagined that a song
about him would have been created aeons later, and would feature on an
album to expand further wisdom. Rumi Song has also been enhanced further
into the 21st century medium, with a poignant rap from Mahmoud Abu Zead,
the vocals for this piece were performed imploringly by Mai Mostafa.
The global nature of this album and its production quality, which was shared
by visits to both the US, and Egypt, should appeal to all. Now take a listen to
Sekhmet: The Goddess Awakens. A driving percussive beat joins with a
harmonic team of singers, who radiate a chant or a mantra styled composition;
this is one piece that will really raise the power and the energy.
The Jam: Luxor, Egypt, well the title reveals all, so pick up your instruments
and let’s go for it. This moment of freedom of expression works wonderfully
and allows the listener an arrangement that is not to dissimilar from the chill
out styled global fusion genre that is so popular in the west.
We have now reached the penultimate offering on the album and this one is
called Sufi Dance. Lebec creates an amazing fresh ethic here that has some
elements of 70’s Funk, Rap, Gospel and Rock, all wrapped up in the cloak of a
global fused moment of sublime genius. This is one of those that you’re going
to have to revisit many times over, once is simply not enough. This has to be
one of the most original recordings I think I have ever heard.

So our journey now ends, but before we leave this dimension of sight and
vibrant sound, Elise Lebec has one more offering for us, this parting gift is
called Hob Elahy: God Is Within. This is a clever way to leave the album; the
mixture of a one world music ethic proves an all-out winner. The usage of
Upper Egyptian instrumentation mixed with a modern unconfined and
inspirational ethic, a rap of distinction and simply divine vocals from Lebec,
manifests one of the most smooth and exotic ways to leave an album all time.
Origin by Elise Lebec is without doubt the most exclusive, distinctive and
exceptional releases of the 21st century within this genre. This album should
receive glowing reviews from all those that listen to its quite delightful
compositions and arrangements. Lebec’s vocals are heavenly and perhaps even
prescient for our times. Origin is an album made with 36 other musicians
across thousands of miles, a veritable exploration of a spiritual quest through
music that is both profound and captivating.

